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The ISOLDE Facility
The  On-Line  Isotope  Mass  Separator 

ISOLDE  at  the  CERN  Proton-Synchrotron 
Booster  (PSB)  is  a  facility  dedicated  to  the 
production of a large variety of radioactive ion 
beams  for  many  different  experiments  in  the 
fields  of  nuclear  and  atomic  physics,  materials 
science  and  life  sciences.  The  facility  has 
garnered  unique expertise  in  radioactive  beams 
over the last 50 years since its approval.

The ISOL method involves  in this case  the 
bombardment  of  a  thick  target  with an intense 
3x103 proton  beam of  1-1.4  GeV energy  from 
PSB, producing high yields of exotic nuclei with 
half-lives down to the millisecond range.  More 
than 20 different target materials and ionizers are 
in  use.  The  target  material  is  kept  at  a 
temperature between 1000 and 2000 degrees so 
that  the radioactive atoms produced diffuse out 
of the target into different dedicated ion sources. 
Ionization can take place in hot plasma, on a hot 
surface  or  by  laser  excitation. By  a  clever 
combination  of  target  and  ion  source  units 
including the use of ionization lasers pure beams 
of  1300  different  nuclei  of  73  elements  have 
been produced and delivered to experiments. 

The  success  of  ISOLDE  is  due  to  the 
continuous development of new radioactive ion 
beams  and  to  the  improvement  of  the 
experimental  conditions.  Decades  of  RIB 
research  has  shown  that  different  purification 
steps have to be applied one after the other as in 
most cases none of the purification steps result in 
a  100  %  pure  beams.  The  most  elegant  and 
effective way to purify the ion beam is the use of 
the  so-called  'Resonant  Ionisation  Laser  Ion 
Source (RILIS)'. Resonant laser ionisation is an 
element  selective  process  where  atoms  are 
irradiated  by  two  or  three  lasers  exciting  the 
electron in two or three resonant steps into the 
continuum. This  allows the production of  very 

pure  beams  as  only  atoms  of  the  element  of 
interest are ionized. 

After extraction and acceleration to 30-60 kV 
the ions are sent to the magnetic mass separators. 
ISOLDE uses two different mass separators, one 
the so-called  General  Purpose  Separator  (GPS) 
with  a  mass  resolving  power,  M/∆M, of  more 
than  1000,  and  the  other  a  High  Resolution 
Separator (HRS) which resolution exceeds 5000. 
The GPS and the HRS separators are connected 
to a common central beam-line connected to the 
different experiments as displayed in Fig. 1. This 
allows for the optimization of the space and the 
flexibility of operation as the ions reaching the 
experiments can be produced from two different 

target-ion source units. A general description of 
the ISOLDE Facility is given in [1].
Fig. 1 A photo of the ISOLDE experimental hall. 
The radioactive beams goes through the central 
beam  line  towards  the  different  experiments 
allocated in the arms of a pine tree configuration. 
This distribution maximizes the available space.

 The high quality of the beams allows high-
precision  measurements  of  beta  decay  and 
particle correlations as well as masses radii and 
the determination of other properties crucial for 
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nuclear  structure  studies  and  testing of  nuclear 
models. 

Since more than a decade ISOLDE offers the 
largest  variety  of  post-accelerated  radioactive 
beams in the world today accelerated up to 2.85 
MeV/u  (REX-ISOLDE).  The  post-accelerated 
beams expand from  6He to  224Ra and beautiful 
results  have  been  obtained  [2]  exploring,  by 
Coulomb  excitation  the  shape  transitions  in 
extreme neutron rich middle mass nuclei as week 
as transfer reaction in light nuclei.

ISOLDE Highlights
RILIS  has  become  extensibly  used  at 

ISOLDE  because  of  its  ability  to  efficiently 
ionize a range of 35 elements with an unmatched 
degree  of  element  selectivity.   Further  in 
combination with other devices it has performed 
extensive laser and nuclear-spectroscopic studies 
of  shape evolution and coexistence  in  the lead 
region  using  the  technique  of  in-source  laser 
spectroscopy.   This  is  the  most  sensitive  laser 
spectroscopy method available at ISOL facilities, 
and  has  enabled  the  measurement  of  isotopes 
with a yield as low as 0.1 ions/second. This year 
At (Z=85), Au (Z=79) and Hg (Z=80) have been 
studied employing a combination of particle 

Fig. 2  3D drawing of the core of the ISOLDE 

facility  showing  the  target-ion  source  unit 
connected to each mass separator as well as the 
post accelerator line. The expected upgrades of 
the  facility  are  indicated:  Increase  in  intensity 
and energy of the injector in 2020; increase of 
the post-accelerator  beam from 4.3 MeV/u this 
year to 10 MeV/u in 2017-2018. Improvements 
of the beam purity and quality are a continuous 
effort of the technical team.

detection techniques:  (α/β/γ) with the Windmill 
setup  from  Leuven  (Belgium);  direct  ion 
counting  with  the  ISOLTRAP  multi-reflection 
time of flight mass spectrometer (MR-TOF MS); 
and  ion  beam  current  measurements  using  the 
ISOLDE faraday  cups.  The combination  of  all 
these  methods  has  allowed  to  determine  the 
hyperfine  structure  measured  by  RILIS  of  the 
neutron  deficient  Hg  isotopes  from  A=177  to 
181. The mean square radius shows absence of 
the odd-even staggering observed in the 181-184Hg 
isotopes. This confirms the predictions than well 
below the mid-shell neutron number N=104 the 
structure  of  the  Hg-isotopes  becomes  spherical 
[3]. Using the same techniques the radii of the n-
deficient  Au isotopes  from A = 176-183 were 
also  measured.  The  results  show  that  the 
deformed Au isotopes are deformed around the 
mid-shell  N=104  and  return  to  sphericity  for 
neutron deficient isotopes lighter than 179Au.

The HIE-ISOLDE Project
Presently  the  HIE  ISOLDE  upgrade 

(HIE stands for High Intensity and Energy) is on 
going and intends to  improve the experimental 
capabilities  at  ISOLDE over a  wide front.  The 
first  step  is  to  boost  the  energy  of  the  beams, 
going in steps from 4 MeV/u via 5.5 MeV/u to 
finally 10 MeV/u, and to accommodate a roughly 
fourfold  increase  in  intensity.  In  addition 
improvements  in  several  aspects  of  the 
secondary  beam  properties  such  as  purity, 
ionisation  efficiency  and  optical  quality  are 
addressed.  Presently the first  beams have been 
delivered. 

Summary
In  this  presentation  recent  ISOLDE highlights, 
the  HIE-ISOLDE  project  and  the  day  one 
experiment done this year are discussed.
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